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Purpose
◮ Represent a �nite state mahine (FSM) in the EPICS database.
◮ Allow more runtime reon�guration

◮ Only runtime on�guration
◮ Use standard database tehniques and tools
◮ Soure and doumentation availablehttp://soureforge.net/projets/epis/files/fsmreord

http://sourceforge.net/projects/epics/files/fsmrecord


Finite State Mahine
◮ A FSM is olletion of states
◮ One state is �Ative� at a time
◮ States ativated by a transition

◮ Token passing
◮ A state may have several possibletransitions



A State Has
◮ Transitions

◮ Relationship between two states
◮ eg. A Kitten an beome a Cat

◮ Conditions
◮ Rules to determine when a transition is made
◮ eg. A Kitten beomes a Cat when it is fully grown

◮ Ations
◮ E�et on �everything else�, but not the state
◮ eg. When a Kitten beomes a Cat it needs a larger ollar
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What does it do?
1. Read a series of input links (onditions)2. Tests the result3. If false test next ondition4. Otherwise write to the ation and transition links
◮ One reord impliments the ontrol logi of one SNL state
◮ Several reords are grouped into a State Set



Another reordtype?
◮ Why do we need another reord type?

◮ Always the �rst question.
◮ Possible to impliment FSM with only Base reord types

◮ al, seq, sel, fanout, ...
◮ Looks like HDL implimentation

◮ Bit mask for ations



Designing a reordtype
◮ Realities of the DB
◮ Fixed number of �elds

◮ No array of �elds
◮ Short �eld names

◮ Input links should have two �elds for soure and value (INPAand A)



Logi FlowConditionTST# Test Input linkLVT# Value read from linkINV# Invert test logiAtionACT# Ation Output linkAVL# Value sent to linkENTR On enter ationEXIT On exit ationTransitionTRN# Output link



What does it look like?
◮ Up to 8 transitions
◮ Eah transition has a

◮ Test (TST#)
◮ Ation (ACT#)
◮ Transition (TRN#)

◮ Transitions link to the VAL �eld ofanother state
◮ Tests link to a binary or al
◮ seq reords for omplex ations



Vauum pump example (1)
◮ Example from RalphLange
◮ Devies

◮ Rough pump
◮ Gate valve
◮ Cryogeni pump

◮ Swith betweenroughing and ryopumps



Vauum pump example (2)



Error Handling
◮ Errors outside the sope of the FSM logi (bad links)

◮ Fail to read new ondition value
◮ Transition didn't ativate another state

◮ Organize error handling at the State Set level (a olletion ofstates)
◮ �State Set� is an EPICS driver

◮ Transitions must be DB_LINKs
◮ Failures ause State Set to enter �Reset� mode

◮ States deativated
◮ Can't be reativated

◮ Controlled via State Set property reords



Status and Future Work
◮ It works, but its new
◮ Better error handling
◮ CA link management (wait for onnetion)
◮ Where to get it:http://soureforge.net/projets/epis/files/fsmreord
◮ Thank you

http://sourceforge.net/projects/epics/files/fsmrecord
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